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In This Issue

She has served on the FICPA CIRA
Resource Council and the Board of
Directors of the Suncoast Chapter of CAI.
She also served on the BKR Employee
Benefits Committee and was a member of
the BKR Emerging Leaders Group.
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Instrumental in developing the CIRA and
EBP industries in the Firm.
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She also has been instrumental in DDCO
receiving excellent peer review reports
every three years. Her level of detail and
efficiency
in
the
audit-realm
is
undeniable. Just ask other professionals
in the EBP and CIRA industries that she
collaborates with particularly when it
comes to deciphering the accounting
guidelines that are ever-changing.
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Kathy Tushaus and I met 26 years ago at
Dwight Darby & Co (DDCO). We both
came from the “Big Eight” firms and had
very similar auditing backgrounds and
training. Both working in a small firm
now, we WERE the auditing department.
We tried implementing some of the more
rigid approaches that we had learned into
DDCO. We quickly learned that DDCO
had a different way of doing things. A
much more personal touch and not so
much budget driven. It has been a
valuable lesson for both of us in our
careers and personal life.

Currently lives in Maryland and works
remotely for her clients.
Enjoys traveling, bird
gardening.

watching and

Kathy has been trying to retire from
DDCO for about 4 years now. As you
know DDCO has been “battle-tested” (as
one of the new merger firm’s employees
coined it) these past 4 years. Each year we
kept asking Kathy to just give us a little
more help, as we needed it. And as you
can see she delivered.

Just a little bit about Kathy:

Dawn Lopez
Managing Partner
611 S. Magnolia Ave.
Tampa, FL 33606
813.251.2411
www.dwightdarby.com

Find Us

But now the timing is right with our new
Partner of DDCO for 10 years, currently a merger on the horizon. Kathy will retire
December 31, 2021. But wait……….SBF
manager.
and DDCO has asked her to give just a
Vast experiences in accounting, review little more during the transition and in
and auditing, specializing in common true fashion she is going to help out but
interest realty associations (CIRA), on a much reduced level. But then she
financial institutions, employee benefit will officially retire from a rewarding yet
plans (EBP), construction and not-for- very demanding career and enter a new
profit organizations.
phase. Congrats!
A member of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA),
Florida Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (FICPA), and the Suncoast
Chapter of Community Association’s
Institute (CAI).

Kathy, I cannot say thank you enough for
our personal and professional friendship.
We had some stressful and crazy-fun
times here at DDCO. Thank you, your
friend and colleague, Dawn.

MERGER
January 1, 2022
WHY A MERGER?
As you know from the many communications, this was another tough year for the Dwight Darby team.
With the death of 3 beloved partners within a few years of each other, it was a natural progression in
order to maintain the exemplary level of service expected by our loyal and cared for clientele.
WHY SPOOR, BUNCH AND FRANZ?
THIS ONE IS EASY!!
WE HAVE A SHARED PHILOSOPHY ON CULTURE AND CARING FOR CLIENTS AND EMPLOYEES!
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR OUR CLIENTS:

•
•
•

EXPANDED KNOWLEDGE BASE
MORE SUPPORT
EASIER ACCESSABILITY WITH TWO OFFICES

We ARE committed to our clients. We want you to feel as little impact with this change as possible. You
will still work with the current team of Dwight Darby and Company and we will remain in the same
location! You have been here for us and we remain here for you! Cheers to 2022!
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Margaret McCormick Heads to Georgia
Margaret McCormick, CPA has been semi-retired for many years but has
assisted every tax season. She worked for Dwight Darby and Company for
over 40 years and has now decided to move to Georgia to be closer to her
loved ones! Margaret has volunteered for the Art Museum of Tampa and will
be missed by all of her Tampa friends. Margaret—cheers to you!!

“There are no goodbyes for us. Wherever you are, you will always
be in my heart.”

Year End Tax Deductions Not to Miss
Rick
Rick Vernal
Vernal

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Give to Charity – if you itemize deductions, giving cash or household items in good condition will bring down your
tax bill.
Sell Losing Investments – if you have assets that lost value, you can sell and use the losses to offset gains of other
capital assets sold. Any remaining capital loss can be used to offset up to $3,000 of other income.
Boost Health Savings Account Contributions – if you have a high deductible health care plan, you might be eligible
for a health savings account, or HSA. Contributions can be tax deductible, and there are different contribution limits
for individuals and families.
Double Down on Business Deductions – if you own a business and are planning on making purchases, doing so by
the end of the year will lower your tax bill.
Defer Income – if you are on the edge of the next highest tax bracket, deferring some income to next year may save
you some cash this year.
Bunch up Medical Expenses – if you have planned procedures for next year, it may be worth it to prepay this year if
you already have a fair amount of expenses in the current year. Adding these expenses can increase your deduction,
as you can only deduct medical expenses that exceed 7.5 percent of your adjusted gross income.
Adjust your Withholding – if you think you might owe come tax time, you can contact your employer to adjust your
withholding for the final weeks of the year. If you pay in too little you may be subject to a penalty.
Max Out Pre-Tax Retirement Savings – if you contribute to a 401(k) or can make deductible contributions to a
standard IRA, increasing contributions to the annual limits will reduce your tax bill.
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Reasonable Compensation for Shareholders of S-Corporations
Dawn Lopez
Lise Seedroff
Rick Vernal
The IRS has been developing tools to determine reasonable compensation of S-corporation
shareholder-employees for over two decades; their toolkit is now complete and ready to
deploy.

The reason for IRS attention to this topic is findings from their research indicating that a large
percentage of all S-corporation shareholder compensation is paid through distributions not
subject to income tax, as long as shareholder basis exceeds distributions, and not subject to
Social Security and Medicare payroll taxes. (Long story short – the IRS wants to collect more
taxes on compensation paid to shareholders of S-corporations.)
This brief article is intended to alert you to new risks related to the accuracy of the reasonable
compensation figure. (Reasonable compensation is the salary or wage that a shareholderemployee must pay themselves for the work performed for their company.)
The Qualified Business Income (QBI) deduction, created with passage of the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA), is tied to reasonable compensation, and creates new risks (think
tax, penalty, and interest) if successfully challenged by the IRS.
It is therefore more important than ever to have credible documentation to back up your
reasonable compensation figure. The IRS criteria and guidelines state that “companies have
the burden of showing that compensation is reasonable”. To accomplish this and avoid the
20% accuracy penalty the IRS states that:
1. The dollar amounts must be verifiable.
2. The taxpayer must be able to demonstrate the origin of the amount claimed.
3. The taxpayer must be able to show that the amount was entered in good faith.
The process involves developing a reasonable compensation analysis which is then used to
prepare a policy report that establishes and documents the subject S-corporation shareholder
-employees’ reasonable compensation using criteria outlined by the IRS and courts thus
providing a defensible position to an IRS challenge.
There are tools available to meet the above requirements and mitigate the risks associated
with an IRS reasonable compensation challenge. Please contact us if you would like to
discuss this issue and/or to be directed to additional information and resources.
A reasonable compensation challenge can be costly. Typically, the total taxes, penalty and
interest are more than double the original tax that would have been owed, plus costs for
amending affected prior year returns.
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Closing Entries
ANNIVERSARIES
The following Dwight Darby & Company employment anniversaries will be occurring this winter.

Kathy Tushaus – 27 years in February
Dave Bove – 11 years in January
The office will be closed for the following Holidays:
Thanksgiving: Thursday, November 25th and Friday, November 26th
Christmas & New Year’s: Thursday, December 23th through Friday, December 31st

This newsletter is published for our clients and other interested persons. Since this information
may be of a technical nature, no final decision should be made without first consulting our office.

Dwight Darby & Company
611 S. Magnolia Ave.
Tampa, FL 33606-2744
To receive this newsletter in
electronic format, please send an email to
cpa@dwightdarby.com with the words
“mailing list” in the subject line. Please also let us
know if you are a business, individual, or both.

